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A huge thank you to those who have recently sent in items to Knit-for-Nowt.  You’re all so 

wonderful, I’m in awe of your talents!  Look at what Val in East Yorkshire knitted!! 

 



Here is some of the latest feedback which has been received since our last 

Newsletter back in June. 

 

Student Social Worker, Redhill, Surrey 

I wanted to write to say a massive thank you for my parcel of puppets! They are way better than 
expected in terms of quantity and quality! Such variety of puppets is amazing and will be so useful 
for my work with children. One of the puppets has already helped me get a 5 year old girl who was 
refusing to enter the room with me to come in, pull up a chair and start laughing and talking! 
  
The ‘professional’ puppets will also be really useful to help me explain court and different processes 
to children. 
  
I am blown away by all this for the cost of postage! Thank you so much 


 
 
“Roundabout” dramatherapist  
 

We are over excited and totally thrilled to let you know that your parcels have safely arrived 
at the Roundabout office.   All your contributions are settling in well and photos have gone 
out to the team, letting them know that the worry monsters and puppets are waiting to 
take their place in therapy sessions across London. 
  
We will let you know how we get on. 
 A HUGE thank you to you and your wonderful knitters.  Please pass on our thanks to all 
concerned – you are amazing. 
 
 
 

Child Safeguarding Social Worker, Somerset 
 
I received the puppets today.   I can’t thank you enough, these puppets will make such a 
difference to our work with children. It can often be very difficult capturing the child’s voice, 
or explaining the court process, or why mummy might be sad or angry. These help take 
away that eye contact which talking one to one with children often involves, meaning they 
may find it easier to communicate. 
I love the idea of the worry monsters and I am excited to start using them within our team.  
 
 
 
Child Safeguarding Social Worker, Manchester 
 
I just wanted to say a HUGE thank you to all your knitters and yourself for the fantastic box of knits. 
They have already been used and have helped the team massively reach out and develop 

relationships with young people. 
 
 



Therapist working in Northern Ireland and in the Republic of Ireland 
 

I am a Guardian ad litem in Cork in the Republic of Ireland and work directly with children, 
most of whom are in state care and all of whom are traumatised. I would love to add some 
worry monsters to my tool kit. I also lecture in child welfare & protection to social work 
students in University College Cork, and part of my teaching is communicating with children.  
So I like to demonstrate different communication mediums to the students to encourage 
them to use these in the future............. 
 
My parcels arrived yesterday and I am completely blown away by them! They are all so 
beautifully made & really diverse. The ethnic families will be so valuable & it’s great to be 
able to mix and match the different sets: to e.g. work with black and mixed heritage 
children, whose parents and carers are similarly diverse in terms of ethnicity and skin tone. 
 
I love the judge & social worker puppets and I know the dog is going to be a favourite 
character with a few children I work with! 
 
The emoticon ones are a fantastic resource as they cover so many feelings and I can see 
myself using them with a range of children, particularly those with learning & 
communication challenges. 
 
The worry monsters are so much better than anything similar I have seen in the shops - and 
the variety means lots of personal choice for children in direct work. 
 
All the materials will be excellent supports to working with social work students, and also to 
facilitate communication skills training. 
 
You mentioned requests - the only thing that occurred to me is that over the years, super 
heroes have appeared in more than a few children’s stories and plays - I suppose it 
symbolises rescue or safety or simply wonderfully vivid imaginations! So I think a couple of 
gender neutral (or male & female) puppets with capes or symbols or something to indicate 
that they are super heroes would be a lovely idea if any of your very talented knitters were 
willing to try it?  
 
The other suggestion would be a boy & girl (maybe each side, like the happy/sad ones) 
puppet for working with transgender children. 
 
Thank you so much again- what you do is so creative and such a novel idea.  I can’t wait to 
use the monsters and puppets with children & share them with my colleagues. 
 
 

Note from Clare: “Would anyone like to have a go at these suggestions please?  Many thanks to 

the 2 knitters who already have!” 

 

 



IMPORTANT NOTICE! 

There’s been a recent slight redesign of our knitted Mojo Worry Monster.  This doesn’t apply to 

the sewn version, that’s fine as it is.  If you have already downloaded and printed off the knitted 

pattern, I’d be grateful if you could please use this new version instead. 

It was pointed out to me that if you stick a mouth on the monster on the happy and sad sides they 

tend to look a bit like moustaches!  I must admit that I hadn’t noticed, but now it’s pointed out I 

can only see them as that!  See below. 

 

Do you see what I mean?! 

So in the new pattern we’ve asked that for the happy and sad sides you don’t attach a mouth – 

you simply leave the pocket open for the happy side, and attach a press stud fastener on the sad 

side, which closes the pocket and makes it look sad.  The flaps can be done as before. 

Here’s how it looks:  (the other expressions on the monster flaps are as before) 

 



HAND PUPPETS AND EMOTIKNITS 

(if you’re not sure what “Emotiknits” are there are full details on the website.) 

Firstly a big THANK YOU – you’ve all been brilliant at attaching the hair on puppets securely and 

safely lately, and I hope that the suggestions on the “Attaching hair to puppets” document on the 

website has been useful. 

As you can tell from the feedback, your puppets and Emotiknits are really successful and very 

much valued and I’m always short of them! 

Just one thing that would be useful as an adaptation. 

PLEASE ONLY USE EMBROIDERY THREAD FOR THE FEATURES ON THE HAND PUPPETS AND 

EMOTIKNITS.   

As you’ve no doubt found, the facial features are the trickiest part of making your hand puppets or 

Emotiknits, but can be quite simple once you know how!   

Knitting yarn or wool is really too thick to make a convincing mouth, as I’m sure you know if 

you’ve tried it!!  So please use embroidery thread – 3 strands is perfect for the mouth and 

eyebrows.  The eyes can be done in knitting yarn if you wish, or 6 strands of embroidery yarn, 

alternatively it’s fine to use small buttons securely fastened. 

One knitter, Val in East Yorkshire (see picture of her on Page 1) has found a good way of making 

the expressions easier.  She attached a small piece of Vilene to the back of the puppet’s face, and 

that makes the stitching much easier to do!  When finished, leave it in place, trimming it where 

necessary.  A simple chain stitch for the mouths, as in the pictures below, works well. 

 

    

 

 

 



MAJOR APPEAL 
Up to now we have supplied 186 teams around the UK, (see website for an updated list), and 

requests continue to come in constantly now that therapists know about us.  After the summer, 

when knitting tends to slow down a bit, there is always a shortage of items, and therapists are 

having to wait quite a long time.  As far as we know, this is the only charity supplying these particular 

items in the UK!  

ITEMS NEEDED NOW PLEASE– all details of these can be found on the website.  You can use the 

patterns on the site, or any other patterns you find. 

 WORRY MONSTERS – any size, although larger ones are preferable to smaller, 2 eyes rather 

than one.  Please add any or all of the following: ears, hands, feet, tail, (felt is fine for these), 

to make them as whacky as possible.  Look at the Galleries on the website for inspiration!  I 

need at least 500 of these, so as many as you can please.   

 MOJO monsters.   NB. we have adapted the knitted pattern (not the sewn, that works well), 

and it’s now on the website.  On the knitted version only, please no longer attach a mouth 

on the happy and sad sides, as it tends to look like a moustache!!  Please take a look at the 

adapted pattern to see our modifications. 

 EMOTIKNIT hand puppets – please embroider the expressions with embroidery yarn 

 HAND PUPPET FAMILIES – white and ethnic (no black yarn though thanks) with happy and 

sad sides.  Please use embroidery thread (3 strands rather than 6), instead of knitting yarn 

for the mouths. 

 MUSLIM FAMILIES – sometimes have lots of members, so extra siblings or uncles and aunts 

would help.  These are INCREDIBLY popular, so lots please!!  At present I have none (they’ve 

all gone).  

 HINDU FAMILIES – as above 

 “PROFESSIONALS” – ALWAYS IN SHORT SUPPLY – doctor, nurse, police, judge, social 

worker.  No need for happy/sad sides 

 FINGER PUPPETS – no need for happy/sad sides 

 CHARACTER PUPPETS – any.  We’ve recently been asked for transgender (boy on one side, 

girl on the other) used with pre-teens, superhero puppets, fairies, and Harry Potters are very 

popular.  Any other characters you like. 

 ANIMAL PUPPETS 

 WORRY PUPPETS – these are small unstuffed puppets with a small pocket and 2 eyes please. 

 

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

This is a short Newsletter, for more details and pictures please see the June one, which is on the 

website.  Many thanks again for all your support. 

Clare Allan   www.knitfornowt.org        email: knitfornowt@gmail.com      phone: 07538 157487 

http://www.knitfornowt.org/
mailto:knitfornowt@gmail.com

